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Formationmechanisms of hollowmanganese hexacyanoferrate (Mn-HCF) particles have been investigated.

Mn-HCF particles, which were precipitated by mixing an aqueous solution of K3[Fe(CN)6] with MnCl2 in the

presence of sodium citrate, could be converted into a hollow structure just by washing with distilled water.

The powder X-ray diffractometry suggested that the as-prepared particle has a core/shell morphology with

different crystal structures: cubic-core and monoclinic-shell. The time evolutions of the particle size and

shell thickness indicated that the core was rapidly (but not instantaneously) formed at the initial stage of

the precipitation process, followed by a slower shell growth. In addition, the solubility of the cubic core

was estimated to be about 2.5 times higher than that of the monoclinic shell, resulting in the preferential

dissolution of the interior of the particle by the washing process. The formation procedure has been

used to construct multiple-shell hollow Mn-HCF particles containing up to quadruple separated nesting

shells by associating an additional growth technique.
1. Introduction

Particulate materials with characteristic internal structures
have attracted recent interest, and hollow particles are one of
these kinds. For example, the large specic surface area of
hollow particles is expected to improve electrochemical prop-
erties as electrode materials for secondary-batteries/capaci-
tors,1–7 electrochemical sensors,8 or catalysts for oxygen
evolution reaction.9,10 The hollow space is applicable as a nano-
container for loading functional molecules such as enzymes or
anticancer agents for drug-delivery systems.11–13

For the preparation of hollow particles, Prussian blue (PB)
and its analogs (PBAs) seem to be of greater importance.14 PB is
an articial blue pigment composed of iron(III) and hex-
acyanoferrate(II) ions, typically Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 (omitting crystal-
line water molecules). Most PB and PBAs have a cubic crystal
structure in which the metal and hexacyanoferrate ions are
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alternatively aligned such as Na+ and Cl� ions in the rock salt
structure. This is due to the structure of hexacyanoferrate ions,
in which six CN� ions coordinate with a Fe ion perpendicular to
each other. Reecting the cubic crystal structure, PBAs
(including PB) tend to be in a cubic outer shape.15–18 Although
differences in the lattice constants are not so large, manganese
hexacyanoferrate (Mn-HCF, the substance focused in this study)
has exceptional crystal polymorphs such as monoclinic19 or
orthorhombic20 structures in addition to the cubic one.20,21

Another crystallographic feature of PBAs is the large inter-
stitial space resulting from CN bridges between metal and Fe
ions such as metal–organic frameworks (MOFs). The large
interstitial space, where the cations M+, such as K+, get into,
rest, and come out, allow the PB redox reaction,

FeIII4 [FeII(CN)6]3 + 4M+ + 4e� % M4Fe
II
4 [Fe

II(CN)6]3, (1)

without changing the crystal lattice, resulting in high durability
for the repetition.22

Due to the redox property, PBAs have been studied for
numerous electrochemical applications, including secondary-
batteries,3–7,22–24 electrochromic displays,25–28 and electro-
chemical sensors.8 Similar to other PBAs, Mn-HCF is also ex-
pected to be applied in Li+ or Na+-ion secondary batteries.22,29–32

Particularly, the PBA structure seems to be advantageous for
Na+-ion batteries because the interaction of Na+ ions with CN�

frameworks in PBAs are weaker than those with O2� frame-
works in oxides or phosphates, in addition to the presence of
large interstitial space.30 Besides, PBAs are also expected to be
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 8767–8774 | 8767
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applied for medical purposes such as cancer therapies.33 For
example, due to the magnetic property, PBAs are used as MRI
contrast agents,16,34 and due to the infrared absorption property,
PB is applied for in vivo bioimaging35 and photothermal
therapy.36,37

For some hollow particles of metal oxides, etc., PBA has been
employed as the precursor material. Liu et al. obtained hollow
FeCo2O4 particles by calcining cobalt hexacyanoferrate (Co-
HCF) particles in the presence of a surfactant at 500 �C.2 Ion-
exchange [Fe(CN)3]

4� in PB (i.e., Fe-HCF) with OH� or MO3
2�

yields hollow Fe(OH)3 or Fe2O3/MOx particles, respectively,
where M4+ denotes a tetravalent cation such as Sn4+ or Ge4+.1

The conversion of PBA particles into hollow metal phosphides10

and selenides9 has also been reported.
Hollow PB and PBA particles have been prepared via

numerous procedures. Droplets in an emulsion are available to
be used as a template for hollow PBA particles. Metal ions are
introduced in an emulsion formed with ionomers that bind
[Fe(CN)5]

3�/4� at the ends, causing the PBA shell forma-
tion.14,38–41 Solid particles have been employed more commonly
as cores, removed aer the shells are formed. The solid cores are
required to have different dissolution characteristics from the
shells for their selective dissolution. One way is using substances
other than PBA, such as Au42 or SiO2.5 Even PBA is available as the
core if the solubility is relatively higher than that for the shell,
depending on the compositional differences, as in the Mn3[-
Fe(CN)6]2 core for the RbCo[Fe(CN)6] shell.43 Mn2+ ions in Mn3[-
Fe(CN)6]2 can be ion-exchanged with Co2+ ions to form Co-HCF
hollow particles also based on the solubility difference.4

Even single composition PBA particles are available for
transforming them into hollow particles. Etching PB particles in
HCl at 140 �C results in a hollow structure.11,12,44 In this case,
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) adsorbed on the PB surface is
considered to protect the shell from dissolution. Hollow Mn-
HCF particles have been formed by the etching process in the
sodium citrate solution that contains PVP.13 Etching Ni-HCF
with NH3 yields hollow particles, even in the absence of PVP
or other protecting agents.8,9

In the case of Mn-HCF, single-crystalline hollow particles
have been obtained just by washing Mn-HCF particles with pure
water.3,6,45 Although PVP could be acting as a protecting agent45

or a so-template6 for hollow structure formation, the presence of
PVP might not be the essential factor since hollow Mn-HCF
particles have been obtained even in the absence of PVP when
the particles are precipitated via the reaction of Mn2+ and
[Fe(CN)6]

3� in the presence of trisodium citrate (Na3-Cit).3

Compared to etching with HCl or NH3, washing with pure water
may be a preferred treatment to remove the core-part to form the
hollow structure. Thus, the controversy on the Mn-HCF hollowing
mechanism is worth resolving to evolve a mild procedure.

In this study, the authors reconsidered the precipitation
process of Mn-HCF in the presence of Na3-Cit to inspect the
essential reason for the preferential dissolution of the core-part.
Also, we propose an application of the procedure for the
construction of hollow Mn-HCF particles with multiple-shells that
have up to quadruple separated nesting shells, as in a matryoshka-
doll, by associating with an additional growth technique.
8768 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 8767–8774
2. Experimental
2.1 Materials

The reagents used (MnCl2$4H2O, K3[Fe(CN)6], and trisodium
citrate dihydrate) were of analytical grade and purchased from
Wako Pure Chemicals, Osaka, Japan. A deionized bovine bone
gelatin was provided by Nitta Gelatin, Osaka, Japan. These
chemicals were used as-received without further purication.
2.2 Preparation of single-shell hollow Mn-HCF particles

The precipitation process was carried out at 25 �C in a water
bath. Under magnetic stirring conditions, 2.5 mL of
0.075 mol L�1 MnCl2 and then 2.5 mL of 0.050 mol L�1 of
K3[Fe(CN)6] aqueous solutions were introduced into 20 mL of
a 0.025 mol L�1 Na3-Cit aqueous solution and typically reacted
for 40 min. The precipitate was separated using a centrifuge
(10 000 rpm, 15 min). The precipitate was re-dispersed in
distilled water and centrifuged again, this washing process was
repeated 4 times to obtain hollow particles.

Instead of using the centrifuge, suction ltration was
employed for the solid–liquid separation process when
inspecting the formation process. Aer suction ltration with
a membrane lter (cellulose acetate, pore size 0.2 mm), the
precipitate was rinsed three times with a small amount of cold
distilled water to obtain as-prepared particles. To convert the as-
prepared particles into hollow ones, they were re-dispersed in
50 mL distilled water ultrasonically and then ltered again; this
process was repeated once more.
2.3 Construction of multiple-shell hollow particles

An additional growth (or seeded growth) technique46 was used
to produce another shell on the outer side of each seed hollow
particle. Single-shell hollow seed particles were prepared basi-
cally by the procedure described in Section 2.2, with 1.6 times
the volume (reaction time 40 min). At 20 min, 1.6 mL of a 1%
gelatin solution was added to the reacting sol to prevent
agglomeration among the particles during the following solid–
liquid separation process via suction ltration. The separated
particles were then washed in distilled water via ultrasonic
irradiation, as described above, to obtain the hollow particles.
The hollow particles were re-dispersed in 5 mL of distilled water
to be the seed dispersion.

The double-shell hollow particles were obtained as follows.
4 mL of seed dispersion was added to 18.5 mL of an aqueous
solution that contained 0.027 mol L�1 Na3-Cit and
0.010 mol L�1 MnCl2. Then, at 25 �C, under magnetic stirring,
2.5 mL of 0.050 mol L�1 K3[Fe(CN)6] aqueous solution was
introduced to form the additional Mn-HCF layer around the
hollow particles. At 20 min, 1 mL of 1% gelatin solution was
added, and the particles were collected at 40 min by suction
ltration. The particles were converted to a double-shell struc-
ture by washing with distilled water in the same manner.
Repeating the additional growth process, triple- and quadruple-
shell hollow particles were also prepared using the double- and
triple-shell ones, respectively, as the seed.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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2.4 Analysis

The particle size and morphology were evaluated using a trans-
mission electron microscope (TEM; Hitachi H-7650, operated at
100 kV) and a eld-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM; JEOL JSM-6700F, operated at 15 kV). To prepare TEM
specimens, a small amount of the as-prepared precipitate was
dispersed in 2-propanol, whereas distilled water was used for
hollow particles. The size of each particle was measured from
the printed TEM images with a vernier caliper. For the FE-SEM
observation, the precipitate was directly put on a piece of
aluminum foil just aer centrifugation and then dried; the
specimen was coated with Pt.

The crystal structure was analyzed via powder X-ray diffrac-
tion with the freeze-dried samples (XRD; Bruker D8 Advance, Cu
Ka radiation l¼ 1.5418 Å); the selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns were also taken with TEM. Energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy was employed to estimate the elemental
composition of the particles (EDX; EDAX Genesis XM2T
attached to the TEM). Concentrations of Mn and Fe in the
aqueous phase were measured via atomic absorption spectros-
copy (AA; Varian SpectrA55; C2H2/air ame).

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Single-shell hollow particles prepared without PVP

Fig. 1 shows TEM and FE-SEM images of the single-shell hollow
Mn-HCF particles prepared by the present procedure (reaction
time 40 min). The TEM image of each particle in Fig. 1a is
a square frame silhouette with the lower-contrast inner plane.
As the intensity of scattering contrast on the TEM image reects
the path length through which the electron beam is passing, the
silhouettes in Fig. 1a result from the difference in the thickness
of the substance towards the vertical direction to the image. On
the other hand, the outer shape of the particles is cubic, as seen
from the SEM image in Fig. 1b; as such, the TEM image in
Fig. 1a implies a hollow structure for the particles. This hollow
structure is indicated more directly by an FE-SEM image of
a cracked particle shown in Fig. 1c.

The particle size was estimated to be 474 nm � 86 nm in the
mean size � one standard deviation estimated from about 250
individual particles on TEM images. The thickness of the shell
was 50 nm � 16 nm. The elemental composition evaluated by
TEM-EDX measurements was K1.37Mn1.11[Fe(CN)6] (see ESI†).
Fig. 1 Electronmicrographs of the hollowMn-HCF particles prepared
with MnCl2 and K3[Fe(CN)6] aqueous solutions in the presence of Na3-
Cit, followed by washing with distilled water. (a) TEM image, (b) SEM
image, and (c) SEM image of a cracked particle showing the internal
hollow space.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The mean valence of Fe, +2.41, was calculated from the
composition by considering the charge balance between cations
(K+ and Mn2+) and anions ([FeII(CN)6]

4� and [FeIII(CN)6]
3�). The

mean valence suggests that at least half [FeIII(CN)6]
3� ions in the

particles were reduced to [FeII(CN)6]
4� during the precipitation

process.
Fig. 2 indicates the structural analyses of the hollow parti-

cles. The peaks in the XRD pattern, as shown in Fig. 2a, appear
to bematched with either themonoclinic structure (PDF 01-089-
8979; P21/c; a¼ 10.108 Å, b¼ 10.104 Å, c¼ 10.114 Å, b¼ 92.93�)
or the cubic one (PDF 00-046-0910; F�43m; a ¼ 10.061 Å) of Mn-
HCF. However, the SAED pattern in Fig. 2b supports the
monoclinic structure since the pattern indicates 012 reections,
which are allowed for the monoclinic structure but forbidden
for the cubic one. The monoclinic structure has also been
concluded in the literature.45 Although the characteristic peaks
of �202 and 202 reections for the monoclinic structure, ex-
pected at 24.3� and 25.6�, respectively, are not evident in Fig. 2a,
the peaks appeared when the reaction time was extended, as
discussed later. The Laue spots in Fig. 2b imply a well-oriented,
single-crystalline arrangement of the atoms. The HR-TEM
image in Fig. 2c, which shows orthogonal lattice images with
5.1 Å separation, also conrms this. Note that the present
hollow Mn-HCF particles do not require PVP during both the
precipitation and washing processes.
3.2 Formation process evaluation for the hollow structure

TEM images in Fig. 3 indicate the time evolution of the particles
until 360 min. The silhouettes of the as-prepared particles seem
to have no specic internal textures at each reaction time. Even
at 10 min, the particle size was as large as 462 nm on average,
Fig. 2 Crystal structure analyses of the hollow Mn-HCF particles. (a)
XRD pattern (Cu Ka, l ¼ 1.5148 Å), (b) SAED pattern from the single
particle in the inset, and (c) HR-TEM image at the center of the particle
in the inset.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 8767–8774 | 8769



Fig. 3 TEM images of Mn-HCF particles at different reaction times.
The as-prepared particles are shown in the upper row, and the lower
row indicates the hollow particles obtained after washing the
respective as-prepared particles with distilled water.
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followed by a slower size increase to 592 nm at 360 min (cor-
responding to a 2.1 times increase in volume). The initial rapid
growth agreed with the prompt (but not instantaneous)
turbidity increase in the reacting sol aer mixing of the reactant
solutions. Aer washing the as-prepared particles with distilled
water, the hollow structures were formed, as shown in the lower
row in Fig. 3. The precipitate color was initially purple and
turned white aer washing. This apparently means that the
washing treatment converted the as-prepared particles into
hollow particles by dissolving the cores. It also seems from
Fig. 3 that the shell was somewhat imperfect at 10 min and the
thickness increased with reaction time.
Fig. 4 Time evolutions of the particle size and the reactant concen-
tration during the formation process of the Mn-HCF particles. (a) Mean
particle size (edge length) of the as-prepared ones (-), that of the
hollow particles after washing (A), and mean shell thickness (:),
where the error bars indicate one standard deviation. The hollow size
(>) is calculated from the mean values of particle size and the shell
thickness. (b) Concentrations of Mn (C) and Fe (B) remaining in the
aqueous phase.

8770 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 8767–8774
The growth behavior is indicated in Fig. 4 in detail. Fig. 4a
shows time evolutions of the mean size (i.e., edge length) and
the mean shell thickness of particles estimated from the TEM
observations. The particle size at each reaction time was
unchanged through the washing process. Though both the
mean particle size (L) and mean shell thickness (T) increased
with time, the calculated size of the hollow, or the removed core,
(¼L � 2T) was almost constant during the formation process.

The reactants remaining in the aqueous phase were
measured by AA (see ESI†). By the particle growth, the total
concentrations ofMn and Fe remaining in the aqueous phase were
decreased with reaction time (Fig. 4b); the conversions calculated
by the decrease of Fe were 24%, 36%, 53%, and 76% at 10, 40, 120,
and 360min, respectively. These results imply that the as-prepared
particles have a kind of core–shell structure with different solu-
bilities. The core is promptly precipitated just aer mixing the
reactants, followed by the slow growth of the shell. The core is then
dissolved to form the hollow space by the washing process.

The core–shell structure formation was conrmed by XRD by
ne scanning just around the 220 reection. Fig. 5 shows the
XRD patterns for the as-prepared and hollow particles at some
reaction times. Note that lacking the hollow particle's pattern at
10 min is due to the tiny sample amount. The peak at 2q¼ 24.5�

for the as-prepared particles at 10 min is located at a slightly
lower 2q position than the 022 reection of monoclinic Mn-HCF
(2q ¼ 24.7�). As the reaction time progressed, the intensity at 2q
¼ 24.7� increased to be an additional peak. Besides, at 360 min,
weak 2�02 and 202 reections from the monoclinic structure
were observed at 24.2� and 25.3�, respectively. In addition, the
peak at 24.7� remained, whereas that at 24.5� disappeared, aer
the washing process, converting the as-prepared particles into
hollow ones. This behavior means that monoclinic Mn-HCF is
stacked on the core of the Mn-HCF particle as the shell with
a slightly smaller lattice parameter.

To identify the core crystal structure, XRD and SAED
measurements were performed on Mn-HCF particles obtained
Fig. 5 Comparison of the XRD patterns among the as-prepared and
hollow particles at various reaction times (Cu Ka radiation, l ¼ 1.5418
Å). The indexes of reflection are of monoclinic Mn-HCF. Intensities for
the hollow particles are indicated by being doubled.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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by separating from the aqueous phase at 2 min of the reaction
time by suction ltration; the particles were expected to have
almost no shell-part yet at this reaction time, as shown in
Fig. 4a. Aer rinsing three times with small amounts of cold
distilled water, a bit of the precipitate was dispersed in 2-
propanol to be a TEM specimen for SAED; the remainder was
freeze-dried for XRD.

Fig. 6 shows the XRD and SAED patterns from the core
particles, as indicated in the respective insets. The XRD peaks in
Fig. 6a can be indexed to a cubic structure with a ¼ 10.275 Å.
Note that 2�02 and 202 reections from monoclinic Mn-HCF are
not found in the pattern. The Laue spots from SAED in Fig. 6b
support the cubic structure since there seem to be no reections
such as 021, 110, and 130 ones, which are forbidden for the
cubic Mn-HCF but are allowed for the monoclinic structure.
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the as-prepared Mn-
HCF particles possess a cubic structure in the core; the lattice
parameter, a¼ 10.275 Å, seems to be somewhat larger than that
for cubic Mn-HCF as reported in the literature (Mn2[Fe(CN)6]$
0.5H2O; a ¼ 10.061 Å; PDF 00-046-0910), probably due to the
difference in the cation composition.

The estimated solubility were 1.5� 10�4 mol L�1 for the core
of cubic Mn-HCF and 6 � 10�5 mol L�1 for the shell of mono-
clinic Mn-HCF, supporting the preferential dissolution of the
core due to the solubility difference between the crystal struc-
tures. Note that excessive washing will dissolve the shells to
make them collapse as the solubility difference is only about 2.5
times. Note also that the measured solubility might be some-
what larger than the bulk solids due to the Gibbs–Thomson
effect, which indicates that smaller particles have higher solu-
bility.47 Even so, the hollow particle formation is still attributed
to the core's higher solubility since the mean size of the core
particles shown in Fig. 6a is similar to that indicated in Fig. 4a,
and since the shell particles are the hollow ones.
Fig. 6 Diffractometric analysis of the Mn-HCF particles to be the core
of the as-prepared ones. (a) XRD pattern using Cu Ka radiation, l ¼
1.5418 Å. (b) SAED pattern from the single particle in the inset.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
These solubility values might seem to be much smaller than
the Mn concentration shown in Fig. 4b. However, they are
rather reasonable if we take into account the complex formation
with citrate ions. The free Mn2+ concentration, [Mn2+], is esti-
mated to be 8.5� 10�5 mol L�1 at 10 min under the reacting pH
of 6.44, where stability constants for MnL� and MnHL
complexes are bML ¼ 4.7 � 103 L mol�1 and bMHL ¼ 1.2 � 102 L
mol�1, respectively,48,49 and the dissociation constant for citric
acid pKas3 5.68,50 where L3� denotes citrate ion (see ESI†).

Although the formation mechanism for the core–shell
particles with a different crystal structure is not clear yet, the
great difference in the formation rates could relate to this. As
shown in Fig. 4, the constant hollow size during the precipita-
tion process suggests that the core formation is a rapid process
completing within 10 min. In contrast, the shell formation is
a much slower process as the thickness is still increasing even at
360 min. The slower deposition rate of the monoclinic phase
could allow the cubic phase precipitation before the shell forma-
tion from the highly supersaturated solution in spite of the lower
solubility of the monoclinic phase. Even when the reactant
concentrations reach the solubility level for cubic Mn-HCF, the
solution should still be supersaturated for the monoclinic Mn-
HCF. Therefore, the monoclinic phase would slowly deposit as
the shell on the cubic Mn-HCF particles of the core.

For the core formation step, [FeIII(CN)6]
3� seems to be reduced

to [FeII(CN)6]
4�, as the Fe's valence was estimated as, for example,

+2.18 for the as-prepared particle at 10 min from the TEM-EDX
result, K1.47Mn1.20[Fe(CN)6] (Fig. S2 in ESI†). However, the free
[FeIII(CN)6]

3� ion was not reduced by the citrate ion under the
present conditions (Fig. S3 in ESI†) such that it was unlikely to
occur in a stepwise process in which [FeIII(CN)6]

3� was rst reduced
to [FeII(CN)6]

4� and then reacted withMn2+. Rather, anMn2+-citrate
complex seems to be acting as the precursor since about 98% of
Mn2+ in the aqueous phase was expected as in the citrate-complex
form. An electron could be transferred from an Mn2+-citrate
complex to a [Fe(CN)6]

3� ion to form an Mn2+-[Fe(CN)6]
4� unit to

precipitateMn-HCF promptly. This process would proceed until the
system reaches the solubility level for the cubic Mn-HCF.

On the shell formation step, the chemical reaction would
basically be the same as for the core formation since the
conditions other than the supersaturation level were main-
tained. The monoclinic Mn-HCF was deposited slowly under
a lower supersaturation ratio. Besides, in the supernatant
solution from which Mn-HCF particles were removed at 40 min,
large monoclinic Mn-HCF particles were generated at a similar
formation rate to the shell formation (Fig. S4 in ESI†). The Fe's
valence of the shell at 40 min (+2.41) was somewhat higher than
that of the core (+2.18), suggesting the co-precipitation of
[Fe(CN)6]

3� and [Fe(CN)6]
4� with Mn2+ on the shell formation

step. However, the Fe's valence of the shell decreased with
reaction time (+2.38 at 120 min and +2.25 at 360 min). The co-
precipitated [Fe(CN)6]

3� could be reduced even aer deposition.
3.3 Construction of multiple-shell hollow particles

At the end of this study, we have constructed multiple-shell
hollow particles that contain up to quadruple separated
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 8767–8774 | 8771



Fig. 7 Schematic explaining the construction process of multiple-shell hollow Mn-HCF particles. In the additional growth process, also, the
cubic Mn-HCF promptly precipitates on the hollow particle surface, followed by the subsequent deposition of monoclinic Mn-HCF. Removing
the sandwiched cubic Mn-HCF layer results in the multiple-shell hollow structure with the monoclinic Mn-HCF shells.

Fig. 8 TEM images of the formation of multiple-shell hollow Mn-HCF particles by applying the additional growth procedure. The as-prepared
particles are shown in the upper row, and the respective hollow particles after washing are in the lower row.

RSC Advances Paper
nesting Mn-HCF shells. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the present
preparation procedure is combined with an additional growth
technique.46 The precipitation reaction was carried out in the
presence of single-shell hollow particles, and the cubic Mn-HCF
phase is promptly formed on hollow particle surfaces, followed
by the subsequent monoclinic Mn-HCF phase deposition on the
cubic Mn-HCF. The sandwiched cubic Mn-HCF phase of each
particle is dissolved to form a double-shell hollow particle by
washing with distilled water. Repeating these processes
produce the triple- and quadruple-shell hollow particles.

Fig. 8 shows the TEM images of the multiple-shell particles
constructed by this procedure, where those in the upper and
lower rows are before and aer washing with distilled water,
respectively (also see Fig. S5 and S6 in ESI†). Each additional
growth process increased the shell thickness by depositing the
Mn-HCF layer on the surface of the seed hollow particles.
Accordingly, hollow spaces (about 40 nm) were formed in the
middle part of the grown shells by washing with distilled water.
As a result, nesting-doll structure particles were formed with
concentric shells of 40–50 nm thick. These results suggest that
even in the additional growth process, cubic Mn-HCF is rst
deposited on the seed's surface, followed by the deposition of
8772 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 8767–8774
monoclinic Mn-HCF on the cubic Mn-HCF, similar to the
single-shell hollow particle formation.

Dispersing the seed particles is generally important for
additional growth processes to maintain the size distribution
width. If two (or more) seed hollow particles contact each other
during the additional growth step, the deposited layer
surrounds the pair of particles, resulting in two-in-one hollow
particles, as shown in Fig. S7 in ESI.† Although such particles
might have another importance, the occurrence frequency
should be reduced to avoid spreading the size and structural
distributions of the multiple-shell hollow particles. Introducing
a small amount of gelatin before the solid–liquid separation
improved the seed dispersion and the quality of the multiple-
shell hollow particles in the present system.
4. Conclusions

In this study, the formation process has been considered for the
hollowMn-HCF particles precipitated from an aqueous solution
containing MnCl2 and K3[Fe(CN)6] in the presence of sodium
citrate. The as-prepared particles transform into the hollow
ones by washing with distilled water. The XRD and SAED
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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measurements suggested that the as-prepared particle has
a core–shell structure with the cubic and monoclinic crystal
structures for the core and shell, respectively. The core's solu-
bility was estimated as about 2.5 times higher than that of the
shell, resulting in its preferential dissolution. Up to quadruple-
shell hollow Mn-HCF particles have also been constructed
based on this procedure associated with the additional growth
technique.
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